Abstract: We describe a multi-party quantum secret sharing protocol utilizing two-photon entangled states in which the source is one of the secret sharing participants. It is experimentally easier to realize than methods using GHZ states. In quantum key distribution (QKD), quantum correlations in states shared between two parties are used to establish a shared bit string known only to them. Like QKD, most quantum security protocols involve only two parties, and while this is appropriate for two-party applications such as encrypted one-to-one communication, many security protocols involve multiple parties. An example is secret sharing, in which a secret distributed to members of a group can be reconstructed only when a sufficient number of the group members combine their respective portions of the secret.
. Multi-party quantum secret sharing. For three parties: Charlie chooses one of the four entangled states; Alice and Bob record one of the four measurement results. Additional parties can participate by operating on the individual photons as they pass from source to receiver.
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be possible for an adversary to determine his secret bit. The four Bell states, while satisfying the two-bit requirement, fail to meet this latter requirement since it would be possible, in principle, for an adversary to learn Charlie' secret information by performing a Bell-state measurement and then preparing a replacement state to send to Alice and Bob. To overcome this problem, the states that Charlie prepares should not be mutually orthogonal. There are many sets of states that will satisfy both requirements. One such set is
Note that any measurement that would unambiguously identify the first (second) two states would not be able to discern the second (first) pair of states. The secret sharing protocol proceeds as follows: (4)]. 4. Based on the public announcements, all three parties can determine whether the secret bits are correlated or not.
This will occur in the four cases shown in Table 1 . The other four cases are discarded. 5. For the cases in which the secret bits are correlated, any two parties can determine the secret bit held by the third. As an example, consider the case in which Charlie prepares one of the Bell states and Alice and Bob both measure in the H/V basis (first row in Table 1 ). Referring to Eqs. (1) and (2) Table 1 . Combinations of participant choices leading to correlated events.
The protocol described above makes it possible to implement three-party quantum secret sharing using only two photons. The concept can be extended to multi-photon states to enable (N + 1)−party secret sharing using an N−photon GHZ state. It is also possible to increase the number of participants by turning to the single-qubit quantum secret sharing techniques. As shown in Fig. 1 , intermediate parties positioned between the source and either receiver can participate by operating on the individual photons as they pass from source to receiver. In the case of polarizationentangled photons, the operation is a simple polarization rotation. It should also be pointed out that any of these multi-party quantum secret sharing techniques can be reduced to a two-party QKD protocol, but with the advantage that any two of the participants can establish a key known only to them [3] .
